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Year 3 is about to begin! The quantum and statistical mechanics half of the Prelim looms.
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Movie Nights
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Topanga Days, the newly-reopened rec pool, and Buds with Buds

A Few Weeks Home Whirlwind Trip: Paris

TL: Time’s Square TR: Gardens of Versailles BL: Eiffel Tower BR: Catacombs

Two years in the making, this trip started with a 10

hour drive to New York. Brandon, Ike, and I stayed in

Paris from July 8th to Bastille Day, the 14th. We mostly ran

the tourist circuit, but we did find a few holes-in-the-wall.

We spent our last full day wandering around Versailles.

Quarter’s End

Ronaldo’s pad feat. Tyrion Lannister and Seva

From left-to-right, top-to-bottom: Ike’s graduation ceremony; Nettie 

panning for gold; Tom at Olin’s baby shower; beach shots at Salvo; 

Bobby with Darcy at the Boxcar in Raleigh; barhopping with Liz, 

Brandon, and Darcy in Chapel Hill; Asheville day with Darcy

Spring Quarter 2019’s tail end was punctuated by the

return of Buds with Buds, a rekindling of my swim career, a

trip to the Topanga Days festival and parade, my planting of

sunflower seeds, an Imogen Heap concert, a new-to-me

desktop PC, and the ever-present Physics 7 grading marathon.

The much-discussed finale of Game of

Thrones served as the capstone to Ronaldo’s

home theater hangs. We’ve also watched a

few movies on his new projector. Hopefully

a continuing Davis tradition!

Yotam’s Birthday 28

The end of exams finally came, so I hopped on

a plane back to NC for my brother Ike’s

graduation. Mom took me, Nettie, and Uncle

Mark to Reed Gold Mine. Afterward, the

family+Darcy spent a week in Salvo on the Outer

Banks. Darcy and I toured around NC for a few

days before a lakehouse 4th of July.

Follow this hyperlink or go to www.youtube.com/

watch?v=uLrDJEYeyQw to see my favorite Flash

animator, Yotam, in the 14th video his annual

Birthday series. Cue up the playlist here.
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